Introduction.
If $ is a set of identities on a groupoid (i.e. a binary function) then F(d>) denotes the class of groupoids satisfying Í», i.e. the models of d>. The variety, F(4>), is clearly closed under homomorphic image, direct product, and subgroupoid. The set of identities which are formal consequences of i>, we denote $>' ; clearly $"=4>'-)d>. jn (j) Birkhoff proved that any class of groupoids, closed under those three operations, is F($) for some $. We shall examine the finite models of some specific «i» to answer these questions: Is a variety determined by its finite members? If every finite member of a variety is a quasigroup, is every member? Can two identities have the same finite models and yet not determine the same variety?
2. Varieties having exactly one finite member. Every variety contains the groupoid with one element. At the opposite extreme to varieties determined by their finite members are those which have only one finite member, the trivial groupoid. That there are such varieties is shown by the following theorem which utilizes a construction of Kalicki [2] . We shall need this number-theoretic Proof. In [3] Scott proved that if A is a finite groupoid then $(A) is contained in only a finite number of complete families. From this and the denumerability of the set of finite groupoids the theorem follows.
3. Translation identities. The variety defined in §2 requires $ to be infinite and has but one finite member. We now show that with 4> consisting of just one identity varieties can be constructed which, though possessing an infinite set of finite members, are not determined by them.
If instead of varieties of groupoids we considered varieties consisting of two unary functions, /, g, then it would be a simple matter to construct such a <£. Indeed, consider the variety with two unary functions,/ and g, satisfying the identity fgix) =x. In any finite model of this identity / and g are bijections inverse to each other and hence satisfy the identity g(/(x))=x.
For infinite models this is not necessarily the case. This variety has nontrivial finite members but is not determined by them.
To show that the same phenomenon occurs in groupoids with one binary function we consider a special type of identity obtained by equating compositions of translations.
If ^4 is a groupoid and aG^4 then denote by La: A-+A left translation by a and by Ra: A^>A right translation. Any identity U= F such that some letter appears exactly once in U and once in V can be expressed as the equality of composition of translations. For example, associativity, X-YZ = XY-Z is expressible as LXRZ = RZLX or Lxy = LxLv, or Ryz = RzRv. Commutativity is RX = LX. The constant groupoids are described by RX = LV.
Moreover, some well known conditions imposed on quasigroups are conjugate to translation identities. For example, in [4] Artzy examined quasigroups A satisfying the inverse property: for each xEQ there is x'EQ so that xy-x' = y. Thus, xu = p, px' = u, xv = q imply qx' = v. Conjugating (see [5] ) this predicate by (2, 3) we obtain xp -u, pu = x', xq = v imply qv = x'.
That is,
or simply
If furthermore we impose (x')' = x then the (2, 3)-conjugate of Artzy's inverse property becomes LaRaLhRb = 7. It is easy to show that any groupoid satisfying LaRaLbRh = I is a quasigroup.
We shall tacitly assume the subscripts are all the same single letter in what follows. For example, "L = R" is short for "La = Ra for all aEA", the condition that A be commutative. An equality of the form M=N, where M and N are strings of 7,'s and A"s or just 7, the identity function, thus corresponds to an identity on A and will be called an identity.
The identity LL = I is the left law of keys. LR = RL is the identity A-BA=AB-A, a weak form of associativity. LL = R arose in the study of orthogonal quasigroups [5, p. 246 ]. L = I or R = I define the singular semigroups. 
Proof. Multiplying both sides of LSL = I by LS we obtain LSLSL -LS and hence SL = LS. Replacement of LS in LSL by SL
yields SLL = I. If 5 is of the form LnRS', with S' some sequence of P's and P's, then n-\-\ applications of this process produces an equation RS"LnL = I, where S" is some sequence of L's and P's.
Thus P is a surjection. In a similar way it can be shown that P is an injection, hence bijection. The identity LSL = 7 shows L is a bijection. Thus A is a quasigroup. Theorem 3.3. // S is a sequence of L's and R's, then any finite model of LSR = I is a quasigroup satisfying an identity of the form RS'L = I, where S' is a sequence of L's and R's depending only on S.
Proof. Since LSR = I it follows that L is a surjection and P an injection. By finiteness, L and P are bijections. Thus each finite model is a quasigroup.
If 5 is void Theorem 3.1 implies PP = P Assume that 5 is not void and hence2 is of the form PnP, with T a sequence of P's and P's not beginning with P and ra>0. If P is void we have LLnR = I. Thus Ln+1 and P, being inverse, commute, that is, RLLn = I, or RLnL = I. So the theorem is proved for void P.
If T is not void it is of the form RT', with V a sequence of P's and L's. Then we have LL"RT'R = I. Thus Pn+1 and RT'R commute, that is, RT'RLLn = I or RT'RL"L = I. Thus the theorem holds for nonvoid T also.
1A similar argument holds for the case in which 5 is of the form RnT.
[April Theorem 3.3 suggests that there exist identities y and S on groupoids such that every finite 7-model is a S-model even though S is not a consequence of 7. It also suggests that there are identities y all of whose finite models are quasigroups though not all 7-models are quasigroups. In fact we shall prove Theorem 3.4. There is a model of the identity LRLR = I which is not a model of RLRL = I. Equivalently, there is a model of LRLR = 7 which is not a quasigroup. Lemma 3.5 shows that in general two F-sequences are disjoint, i.e., no term of one appears as a term of the other. This fact is used to get similar information about A -sequences in Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. The construction of the desired groupoid / is carried out in Lemma 3.9.
We will need the notion "for almost all integers." A predicate P about the integers is true for almost all integers if limn^.OT F"/2»= 1, where P" is the cardinality of \i: -n^i^n,P true of i}. n do we have
In particular we cannot have ym-ym+\ = an-an+1 for any m. Hence no pair ym, ym+x is of the form an, an+i.
From Lemma 3.7 follows Proof. If / satisfies (1) and f(xx, x2)=x3 it follows that f(x2, x3) = 2x2 -xx. So ilf(x2, Xi) is denoted Xi we have Xi = 2x2 -xx-Generally, if for n ^4, x" is defined by /(x"_2, xn-x) =xn we see that x\, x2, x%, • • • is an A -sequence.
We This ends the proof.
The/ of Lemma 3.9 can be used to obtain a stronger result, namely Theorem 3.10. The free groupoid in one letter for the identity LRLR = I, (Fi(LRLR = I)), is not a quasigroup.
Proof. Observe that the subgroupoid of / generated by {0} contains 1 and -1 and thus at least two solutions of the equation /(0, x) = 1. Thus Lo is not a bijection. Hence F0 is not a bijection, in particular, not a surjection. But if FX(LRLR = I) were a quasigroup then right translation in any one-generated model of LRLR = 7 would be surjective since any such model is a homomorphic image of Fi(LRLR = I). This contradiction proves the theorem.
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